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DOWN TO THE WIRE: Innovest Thoughts on Raising the U.S. Debt Ceiling 

Approaching the Limit 

For U.S. investors, the major political headline of the last several weeks has been difficult to ignore.  The U.S. 

government is rapidly approaching its debt ceiling, which currently limits the government from borrowing more than 

$14.3 trillion.  A statutory limit has restricted federal debt since 1917, so the issue of raising the U.S. debt ceiling is 

nothing new.  What is new is the potential for Congress not to approve an increase in the ceiling, which could have 

potentially disruptive financial implications. 

 

While it is worrisome to turn on the nightly news and watch this story unfold, this is no time to panic.  A U.S. default 

on its own sovereign debt appears to be highly unlikely.  Even if a deal is not reached by Congress to raise the debt 

ceiling by August 2, there are contingencies to avoid an actual default on our debt.   

 

Time and time again, institutional investors outperform retail investors.  One of the biggest factors in institutional 

outperformance is the ability to remain unaffected by overreaction.  Refraining from reacting to short-term news and 

staying the course in times of economic and political distress are two of the hallmarks of wise investing.   

 

Far from the Madding Crowd 

There is a difference between what we call “headline” risk and actual investment risk.  While retail investors and cable 

news networks have been very alarmed by the impending August 2 deadline, the financial markets are not all that 

worried.  Yields on U.S. treasury bonds have actually decreased in the past few weeks—in other words, there has been 

more demand from investors that is driving prices of U.S. debt higher.  While the headlines are pointing to a massive 

crisis, the markets are shrugging with apparent disinterest.  Equity markets and bond markets have been more focused 

on distress in Europe, which has driven risk capital to the United States. 

 

Meanwhile, market fundamentals have been improving.  The yield on 10 Year U.S. Treasuries has been below 3% for 

two weeks.  The VIX index, a measure of volatility (and fear) in the stock market, has continued to decline since 

spiking in March over political events in Egypt and Japan.  Markets have reacted calmly to the end of quantitative 

easing on June 30.  While credit default spreads on U.S. Treasuries have increased, they are still well below the levels 

we faced in 2008-2009.  Institutional investors vote with their economic interests—the smart money is clearly not 

worried about the debt ceiling issue. 

 

Covering a political crisis is a boon for TV ratings and media viewership.  The media’s goal is to drive ratings and 

advertising revenue.  The raising of the debt ceiling, heretofore, has been a wildly successful topic of news coverage.  

It is important to not become part of the emotional herd driven to irrational worry.    British poet Thomas Gray writes 

about being “Far from the madding crowd’s ignoble strife…”  In this case, we must avoid the “ignoble strife” that has 

created panic regarding the federal debt ceiling. 

 

The Audacity of Nope 

There is a silver lining to the debt crisis, although President Obama and a Republican Congress continue to play a 

game of political chicken.  The GOP garnered a notable victory in the 2010 midterm elections, mostly owing to 

American dissatisfaction with the state of the economy and the country’s fiscal condition.  Republicans have used the 

issue of raising the debt ceiling as a referendum on government spending and taxation.  As a country, we are facing an 

enormous crisis of future unfunded liabilities.  There are no easy alternatives to cutting spending, raising revenues and 

adjusting future spending on Medicaid, Medicare and Social Security.     
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The fact that Congress is attempting to deal with our fiscal problems is a step in the right direction.  To date, the 

President has yet to propose his own solution to the debt ceiling negotiations.  The President’s leadership on this issue 

would have been helpful, particularly in light of his statements on the need for responsible fiscal policies.  Republicans 

must be willing to compromise with the President, though significant tax increases would be tough to accept.  A CBS 

poll this week indicated that 71% of Americans support some sort of compromise that would allow the debt ceiling to 

be raised, but would include spending cuts and raising revenues.   

 

What If We Default? 

Make no mistake; it would be extremely problematic if the United States were to default on its sovereign debt.  As the 

world’s “risk free rate,” Treasury bills and bonds provide a risk baseline for all other investments.  As issuer of one of 

the world’s theoretically safest investments, the United States enjoys the ability to finance its spending at very low 

interest rates.  Whenever fear and risk return to the capital markets, money usually flocks to U.S. Treasuries.  A U.S. 

default would irreparably harm this notion of safety.  The troubling consequences would affect negatively nearly every 

asset class, from equities to fixed income to the U.S. dollar.   

 

Importantly, even if our government were not able to reach an agreement to raise the debt ceiling by August 2, we 

could still service our financial obligations by prioritizing their payment.  Some government services and even Social 

Security may be temporarily threatened, but the U.S. could still meet its debt obligations through the collection of tax 

revenues. 

 

What about a Downgrade of U.S. Credit? 

For some time now, ratings agencies have been warning about the unsustainable fiscal nature of U.S. debt and deficits.  

The AAA rating of U.S. credit is in question.  Standard & Poor’s noted last week that there is a 50% chance that they 

will cut the AAA rating for the U.S. if a $4 trillion deficit reduction plan is not reached.   

 

The unintended consequence to a deal not being reached in a timely fashion could be the downgrade of U.S. debt.  

This is definitely a concern.  While not catastrophic, a downgrade of U.S. debt would be a negative for our economy.  

Yields on U.S. Treasuries would rise, reflecting a higher level of risk in our system.  Rising rates would make it more 

expensive to borrow money for everyone, from governments to Fortune 500 companies to small business owners.  At 

a time when our economy needs all the help it can get, a downgrade would be decidedly anti-growth.  

 

Many pension plans and institutions have stipulations that some of their capital must be invested in AAA securities.  A 

downgrade of U.S. debt would be highly disruptive with respect to these Investment Policy Statements.  While it is 

very difficult to predict the magnitude, short-term dislocations in the Treasury markets could certainly occur.    

 

What Can We Do? 

There are not many great options when trying to hedge the risk of sovereign default of U.S. Treasuries.  As U.S. 

Treasuries are typically where investors go for safety, it is difficult to predict the movements of capital on a forward 

looking basis.  Global bond funds and commodities could benefit from a U.S. credit downgrade.  Europe has its own 

financial problems, however.  Moving capital from the U.S. to Western Europe is not necessarily a safe bet.  

Commodities are driven in the long term by supply and demand constraints.  Economic growth largely drives the 

increase in demand for commodities—global financial panic is not a long-term tailwind for this asset class. 

 

Our Advice 

We continue to monitor the political events surrounding the raising of the debt ceiling.  In our view, institutional 

investors and the markets at large are telling us what we need to know—this is not a real financial crisis.  Our advice is 

to remain calm and stay the course, like successful institutional investors have always done.   


